
Tennessee Valley Authority. Post Office Box 2000, Spring City, Tennessee 37381

NOV 14 1994

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

In the Matter of the Application of ) Docket Nos. 50-390
Tennessee Valley Authority ) 50-391

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) - UNIT 1 NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO.
50-390, 391/94-61, REPLY TO NOTICE OF VIOLATIONS - CDRs 390, 391/94-14 AND
CDR 390/94-15, FINAL REPORT

The purpose of this letter is to provide a reply to Notice of Violations
390/94-61-01 and 390/94-61-02 cited in the subject inspection report dated
October 12, 1994. Because two of the issues identified in these
violations were determined to be reportable per 10 CFR 50.55(e), the
associated Construction Deficiency Reports (CDR) 390, 391/94-14 and
390/94-15 are also included. The first violation identifies problems with
exceeding scaffold load limits and the removal of debris, loose material,
or spare equipment from electrical enclosures. The second violation
identifies inadequate corrective actions for the repair of Kapton pigtail
wires (CDR 390/94-15) and to achieve the slope required to assure the
Essential Raw Cooling Water (ERCW) pump bearing cooling lines drain
properly (CDR 390, 391/94-14).

The Kapton pigtail deficiency was initially reported to the NRC Operations
Center on October 26, 1994, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e) as
Significant Corrective Action Report (SCAR) WBSCA940055. The inadequate
slope for the ERCW pump bearing cooler lines was initially reported to the
NRC Operations Center on October 25, 1994, in accordance with 10 CFR
50.55(e) as Problem Evaluation Report (PER) WBPER940485. The PER was
subsequently upgraded to SCAR WBSCA940064 on October 31, 1994.

Enclosure 1 to this letter addresses the violations as described in the
inspection report, the potential safety implications, and the corrective
actions taken by TVA. Enclosure 2 contains a list of the commitments made
in this letter. !
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If you should have any questions, contact P. L. Pace at (615) 365-1824.

Sincerely,

C
Dwight E. Nunn
Vice President
New Plant Completion
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant

Enclosures
cc (Enclosures):

NRC Resident Inspector
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
Rt. 2, Box 700
Spring City, Tennessee 37381

Mr. P. S. Tam, Senior Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323



ENCLOSURE 1

DESCRIPTION OF VIOLATION 390/94-61-01

"10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings

and TVA's approved Quality Assurance Plan require that activities affecting

quality shall be prescribed by documented procedures and shall be accomplished

in accordance with these procedures.

Site Standard Practice SSP-7.56, Scaffolds and Temporary Work Platforms,

Revision 3, paragraph 2.1.E, states that supervisors assigning work to be

performed from a scaffold are responsible for the load limits not being

exceeded.. .while working from the scaffold.

Site Standard Practice SSP-6.02, Maintenance Management System, Revision 13,

paragraph 2.4.3.C.8, requires that post-work activities include ensuring that

the job site be completely clean and that no debris, loose material, or spare

equipment remains.

Contrary to the above, the following examples were identified:

EXAMPLE 1

On September 13, 1994, an inspector observed that the load limit on a

scaffolding platform located on top of 30 inch X 42 inch, System 30B, Category

I(L) ductwork, was exceeded, in that seven persons were working on top of this

platform. This platform was rated for a 400 pound load, as indicated on the

Appendix E form of Site Standard Practice SSP-7.56, which was attached to

Scaffolding Permit A4348. The load was concentrated between rod hanger

supports 2030-DW920-06H-1702 and 2030-DW920-06H-1703."

TVA RESPONSE

TVA agrees with the violation example as stated.

REASON FOR THE VIOLATION EXAMPLE

This violation was caused by the failure of the individuals involved to review

the scaffolding permit for load limits before proceeding with their task.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS THAT HAVE BEEN TAKEN AND RESULTS ACHIEVED

A hand calculation was performed for the duct supports to evaluate if any

damage could have occurred. The calculation concluded that with the seven

individuals on the scaffold, the duct and supports would not have sustained

any damage. In addition, a visual examination of the duct supports was

conducted to ensure there was no physical damage. Although there was no

physical damaged identified, the supports were realigned and the nuts

tightened. It could not be determined if this was a result of the individuals

on the duct or from the original installation. The individuals involved have

been counselled in attention to detail and this violation.
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This example of violation appears to be an isolated case. The building

managers spent two days concentrating on reviewing compliance to load limit

requirements during their normal walk-throughs of the buildings. In addition,

the Nuclear Assurance (NA) inspector of the day assessed activities being

performed on scaffolding. No additional examples were identified.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS THAT WILL BE TAKEN TO AVOID FURTHER VIOLATIONS

As part of the Housekeeping Stand Down Program, a site bulletin was issued to

underscore plant readiness. This bulletin stressed the importance of

procedural compliance and identified several examples including this violation

to illustrate the need for plant personnel to both understand the requirements

and accept ownership. In addition, this issue will be discussed during

General Employee Training for the next three quarters. This issue is

documented and tracked by Problem Evaluation Report WBPER940483.

In addition, to confirm that these corrective actions have been effective, NA

will perform additional assessments of the scaffolding program through the

inspector of the day program during the first quarter of 1995.

DATE WHEN FULL COMPLIANCE WILL BE ACHIEVED

With respect to the identified deficiency, TVA is currently in full

compliance.

Example 2

"On August 31, 1994, an inspector found that Electrical Panel 1-L-404,

Microcomputer Enclosure for Loop 3 Main Steam Radiation Monitor 1-RM-90-423B,

and Panel 1-L-406, Microcomputer Enclosure for Loop 1 Main Steam Radiation

Monitor 1-RM-90-421B, located in the auxiliary building, contained debris,

loose material, or spare equipment following completion of maintenance

activity. The inspection found a panel light bulb, small machine screws,

washers, and metal chips were left in these two enclosures following

completion of work activities."

TVA RESPONSE

TVA agrees with the violation example as stated.

REASON FOR THE VIOLATION EXAMPLE

This violation example resulted from craft personnel failing to adhere to

proper housekeeping practices by failing to clean the enclosures before

leaving the work area.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS THAT HAVE BEEN TAKEN AND RESULTS ACHIEVED

The panels identified have been cleaned and inspected. The remaining

radiation monitor panels are in the process of being cleaned and inspected.

The panels associated with the solid state protection system, the 480 volt and

6.9 kV boards have also been cleaned. In addition, to establish the extent of

this condition, TVA will inspect 30 additional panels throughout the plant.
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS THAT WILL BE TAKEN TO AVOID FURTHER VIOLATIONS

Organizations responsible for conducting work activities in the plant

participated in stand down meetings for the purpose of emphasizing the

importance of performing proper housekeeping in the plant. In addition, a

standing committee was established to develop and coordinate an action plan

for restoring a satisfactory level of housekeeping in the plant.

DATE WHEN FULL COMPLIANCE WILL BE ACHIEVED

TVA is currently inspecting and cleaning the remaining radiation monitor

panels. The inspection of 30 panels throughout the plant will be completed by

December 31, 1994. Corrective actions resulting from the extent of condition

review will be tracked by Problem Evaluation Report WBPER940495. Full

compliance will be achieved by completion of the actions associated with this

PER. The full corrective action to this PER is currently scheduled for

completion by February 28, 1995.

DESCRIPTION OF VIOLATION 390/94-61-02

"10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criteria XVI, Corrective Action and TVA's approved

Quality Assurance Plan require that measures be established to assure that

conditions adverse to quality, such as deficiencies and nonconformances, are

promptly identified and corrected.

Site Standard Practice SSP-3.04, Corrective Action Program, Revision 13,

paragraph 2.5, requires implementation of approved corrective action.

Site Standard Practice SSP-6.02, Maintenance Management System, Revision 13,

paragraph 2.1.1.E, and Appendix EE, requires that a Problem Evaluation Report

or a Significant Corrective Action Report be initiated if an identified

safety-related deficiency involves a procedure adherence problem, an

installation error, design deficiency, or human error.

Contrary to the above, adverse conditions were not identified, evaluated, or

corrected in the following examples:"

EXAMPLE 1. AND CDR 390/94-15

"On August 20, 1994, Significant Corrective Action Report WBP890302SCA

corrective actions implemented by completed Workplan D-12014-18 were

inadequate in that, contrary to the work plan requirements, damaged pigtail

wires were not identified on Class 1E containment electrical penetration

I-PENT-293-27A, Port 11, Wires 11 and 12. The NRC subsequently identified the

damaged wires which provide control power to power-operated relief block valve

l-FCV-068-0333A."

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE FOR CDR 390/94-15

Circuits which feed equipment located inside primary containment pass through

electrical penetrations. The field cables carrying these circuits have been

spliced to penetration pigtail conductors which have Kapton insulation. The

Kapton has been damaged such that bare copper was exposed. Unless there was a
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direct short to ground, these circuits would most likely function in normal

operation. However, conditions such as a loss of coolant accident (LOCA)

could cause a failure of the safety-related circuits required for accident

mitigation. Therefore, the potential exists that redundant safety-related

circuits may have failed to perform their required safety function had they

remained uncorrected and could have adversely impacted the safety of the

plant.

TVA RESPONSE

TVA agrees that this violation example occurred.

REASON FOR THE VIOLATION

This violation example occurred due to inadequate training of personnel
involved in the initial Kapton insulation damage inspections and inadequate

work practices of personnel performing work in the area of the penetration

pigtails. As a result, the previous corrective actions to address the Kapton

insulation were ineffective. This conclusion is based upon a review of

inspection data from before and after the initial penetration inspections,

review of TVA's evaluation of NRC Information Notice 88-89, and interviews
with personnel currently and previously involved in the penetration

inspections as well as the penetration port change-outs. The damaged Kapton

conductors found by the current inspection fall into two categories: 1) cable

damage which was missed during the 1992 through 1994 initial inspections; and

2) damage which occurred after completion of the initial inspections.

The initial inspections were performed by a two-party craft inspection team

whose sole responsibility was to inspect for Kapton damage. The team was

given a pre-job briefing by field engineers cognizant of the Kapton damage

concerns. The primary training method was self-study of Modification Addition

Instruction (MAI)-3.3, "Termination and Splicing of Insulated Cables Rated Up

To 15,000 Volts," which contained the damage criteria for Kapton conductors.

Discussions with current inspection personnel indicate that Kapton damage is

difficult to discover even with trained cable damage evaluators performing

this task.

Kapton conductor damage which occurred after completion of the initial

inspections was caused by insufficiently trained craft personnel who were

performing terminations, abandoning cables, endcapping, and repairing of spare

conductors. These personnel had no training on Kapton conductors other than

the self-study of MAI-3.3. Also, work sequencing allowed multiple personnel

entries to the penetration area after the initial inspections were complete.

Moreover, because of the significant time required to remove and reinstall the

permanent covers (approximately 45 minutes each), the covers were seldom

reinstalled until the work was complete, leaving the Kapton conductors exposed

and unprotected during multiple work shifts. The personnel who performed

penetration pressure testing were not trained in cable damage prevention and

were supervised by personnel who also lacked this training. These work

practices likely resulted in damage to the Kapton insulation.

CORRECTIVE STEPS THAT HAVE BEEN TAKEN AND RESULTS ACHIEVED

TVA has inspected both the inboard and outboard sides of the Unit 1 class 1E

penetrations. TVA no longer allows two-party craft inspections for this type
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of inspection. These Kapton inspections/verifications were performed by a

field engineer and an independent quality control inspector with a final

verification by a Nuclear Engineering (NE) cable specialist or an NE designee.

These inspection personnel were trained to the latest MAI-3.3, Appendix F

requirements. In addition, specialized on-the-job training for Kapton

insulation damage was provided to them.

TVA is currently performing inspections of the non-class 1E penetrations with

the exception of penetrations 01, 02, 03, and 04. These penetrations are

excluded because the 6.9 kV Reactor Coolant Pump motor feeds pass through them

and do not contain Kapton insulation on these pigtails. The personnel for

these inspections consist of a field engineer and a quality control inspector.

The scope of these inspections is limited to the exposed visible features

only. Portions of the Kapton insulated cables/conductors coated with

"Vimasco" fire retardant cable coating will not be inspected because

additional damage to the Kapton insulation could occur during the removal of

this coating.

Work requests/work orders have been initiated for deficiencies substantiated

as damage requiring repair. Work orders will continue to be issued for this

type of damage until the inspections have been completed.

TVA has issued a change to General Specification G-38, which provided

alternative repair methods for non 1OCFR50.49 class 1E and non class 1E

cables. TVA has also issued design output which provides protection for the

Kapton insulation once the repairs are completed.

TVA has provided training to the craft, quality control inspectors, and the

field engineers involved in the Kapton repair effort in the precautions and

proper repair techniques to be used in this effort.

On September 21, 1994, TVA issued a site bulletin addressing plant readiness,

housekeeping, and equipment protection from damage. This bulletin described

recent equipment damage including the Kapton insulation damage and alerted

personnel to management's expectations. On September 24, 1994, another

bulletin was issued by the Modifications Completion Manager specifically

describing precautions to be taken to prevent damage to the electrical

penetration pigtails while in the annulus area of the Reactor Building.

TVA has posted signs at entrances to the Reactor Building annulus area

instructing personnel to read the September 24, 1994 bulletin. Only required

personnel have been given access to the annulus.

To address the extent of condition, TVA will sample the remaining population

of Kapton insulated cable/conductors [e.g., Electrical Conduit Seal Assemblies

(ECSA)] within the scope of the IOCFR50.49 program to determine if damage has

occurred. This sample will be biased to inspect cables/conductors for damage

in high traffic areas and in areas where inspection of the cables/conductors

should not create additional damage. TVA will evaluate the results to

determine if further corrective actions are necessary.

CORRECTIVE STEPS THAT WILL BE TAKEN TO AVOID FURTHER VIOLATIONS

To address the ineffectiveness of the previous corrective action and to ensure

personnel involved in future maintenance and modifications of electrical
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penetration activities are aware of the precautions to prevent Kapton damage,

TVA will take the following actions:

TVA will develop a specific training course for personnel working on the

electrical penetrations. MAIs 3.2 and 3.3 will be revised to require this

specialized training for penetration work. In addition, maintenance procedure

MI-57.102 will be revised to include this same training requirement.

Modification's management will periodically review this training for

enhancements based on field performance.

Requirements for specifically trained personnel to perform penetration work

and precautions for protection of the pigtails, once the tray covers are

removed, will be implemented through existing programs. Also, TVA will

identify the electrical penetration protection box covers and the adjacent

raceways used as splice boxes with an appropriate demarcation tag or sticker.

TVA will revise the applicable vendor manual to add precautions which limit

work on penetrations to specially trained individuals and to reinstall

protection box covers immediately after work completion.

TVA will revise SSP-12.55, "Control of Sensitive Equipment," to provide

demarcation signs and stickers in the areas of the class 1E electrical

penetrations.

The above corrective steps are included in SCAR WBSCA940055.

DATE WHEN FULL COMPLIANCE WILL BE ACHIEVED

TVA will be in full compliance upon closure of SCAR WBSCA940055. This SCAR is

scheduled for completion by January 20, 1995.

EXAMPLE 2 AND CDR 390, 391/94-14

"As of August 22, 1994, adverse conditions involving the incorrect slope for

pump motor bearing cooling water piping for all eight emergency raw cooling

water system pumps, as previously identified in Violations 50-390,

391/81-03-01 and 50-390/93-202-02, had not been corrected. In addition,

during performance of the corrective actions for Violation 50-390/93-202-02

between June 1993 and July 1994, when these lines were confirmed as not being

installed in accordance with requirements, no Problem Evaluation Report or

Significant Corrective Action Report was initiated to identify the cause and

establish recurrence controls."

SAFETY IMPLICATIONS FOR CDR 390, 391/94-14

Under freezing conditions, negative sloped cooling lines filled with water

(ice) could render the ERCW pumps on standby inoperable. This condition, in

conjunction with an assumed pump failure of one of the operating pumps would

result in only one pump being available. Given this postulated scenario, the

operability of various components necessary for the safe shutdown of the plant

would be impacted.
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TVA RESPONSE

TVA agrees with the violation example as stated, with the following

exceptions: (1) only six of the eight pumps were confirmed to have lines with

incorrect slope and (2) TVA initiated Problem Evaluation Report WBPER930487 on

December 9, 1993, subsequently upgraded to SCAR WBSCA940017, to identify the

potential loss of safety functions associated with the ERCW pumps due to

freezing (NOV 390/93-202-02).

REASON FOR THE VIOLATION EXAMPLE

The subject line slope deficiencies were caused by personnel working in the

area. A review of the work orders initiated to correct the slope deficiencies

indicates that the lines were reworked and inspected June 1994 in response to

Notice of Violation (NOV) 390/93-202-02. TVA failed to examine why activities

in proximity to the pumps were causing the slope deficiencies and failed to

establish preventive measures to correct the causes in either the response to

NOV 390/93-202-02 or through the corrective action program (WBSCA940017).

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS THAT HAVE BEEN TAKEN AND RESULTS ACHIEVED

TVA has installed temporary barriers to prevent additional damage to the ERCW

bearing cooler lines. The line slope deficiencies have been documented by

SCAR WBSCA940064. The extent of condition evaluation and actions to prevent

recurrence are currently underway through SCAR WBSCA940064 and a revision to

SCAR WBSCA940017.

In response to NOV 50-390, 391/94-13-02, TVA took specific actions to improve

implementation of the corrective action program. Business Practice 383 was

developed to provide additional guidance on SCAR and PER implementation. The

procedure includes improved root-cause determination guidance, extent of

condition guidance, and recurrence control. In addition, a general training

session has been conducted for selected personnel directly involved with PER

and SCAR resolution. More detailed training on the use of the business

practice has been provided for selected Engineering and Modifications

department corrective action document preparers and reviewers.

Organizations responsible for conducting work activities in the plant

participated in a stand down meeting for the purpose of discussing avoidable

problems, reminding personnel of their responsibilities and managements'

expectations.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS THAT WILL BE TAKEN TO AVOID FURTHER VIOLATIONS

TVA will review the safety-related piping drawings to identify additional

small bore lines that require slope. Those lines will be walked down to

identify any damage or lines susceptible to damage. These lines will be

reworked as necessary and recurrence controls implemented. The ERCW bearing

cooler lines will be redesigned to retain the required slope with permanent

protection barriers installed to prevent any future damage.
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DATE WHEN FULL COMPLIANCE WILL BE ACHIEVED

TVA expects to be in full compliance by February 28, 1995.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

As a result of concerns regarding the validation of open item closure

packages, TVA has elected to re-evaluate the closure packages submitted to the

Resident Inspector's office which had not yet been reviewed by NRC. In

addition, packages closed by NRC over the last year are also being re-reviewed

to ensure the effectiveness of corrective actions.

To ensure performance improvements in open item packages, TVA is reinforcing

management accountability for the items. A single manager is being held

accountable for the full resolution of each issue. That manager is required

to ensure that each issue is resolved, not just to check that all the

predetermined actions were indicated complete. In an effort to provide

feedback to the line organizations and to assess single point accountability,
existing closure packages are being re-evaluated and along with future

packages will be verified through a thorough management and Nuclear Assurance

review process before being submitted to the Resident Inspector's office for

closure. This process will continue until it is confirmed that management

expectations are being achieved.

Further details on these actions and overall management actions to improve

performance are being provided in a separate submittal in response to the

TVA/NRC management meeting on October 19, 1994.
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ENCLOSURE 2

LIST OF COMMITMENTS

NOV 390/94-61-01

1. In addition, to confirm that these corrective actions have been

effective, Nuclear Assurance will perform additional assessments

of the scaffolding program through the inspector of the day

program during the first quarter of 1995. (Example 1)

2. The remaining radiation monitor panels are in the process of

being cleaned and inspected. This is currently scheduled to be

completed by December 31, 1994. (Example 2)

3. To establish extent of condition, TVA will inspect 30 additional

panels throughout the plant. This inspection will be completed

by December 31, 1994. (Example 2)

NOV 390/94-61-02

4. The corrective actions for the Kapton issue are tracked by

Significant Corrective Action Report WBSCA940055. This SCAR is

currently scheduled for closure January 20, 1995. (Example 1)

5. TVA no longer allows two-party craft inspections for this type

of inspection requirement. (Example 1)

6. TVA will review the safety-related piping drawings to identify

additional small bore lines that require slope. Those lines

will be walked down to identify damage or lines susceptible to

damage. These lines will be reworked as necessary, and

recurrence controls instituted to prevent future damage. These

actions are scheduled for completion by February 28, 1995.

(Example 2)

7. The ERCW bearing cooler lines will be redesigned to achieve the

required slope with permanent protection barriers installed to

prevent future damage. This action is scheduled for completion

by February 28, 1995. (Example 2)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

8. Review open item packages not yet reviewed by NRC to ensure

corrective actions were effective.

9. Review open items closed by NRC over past 12 months to ensure

corrective actions were effective.

10. Further details on these actions and overall management actions

to improve performance are being provided in a separate

submittal in response to the TVA/NRC management meeting on

October 19, 1994.
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